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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the stability and asymptotic behavior of discrete systems have been widely studied (see, 
for instance, [1-8]). Most of the stability results obtained so far are valid either globally in the 
entire state space (see [1-3]) or locally in the neighborhood of the equilibrium state (see [4,5]). 
Both types of results, as Siljak [1, p. 132] pointed out, are unsatisfactory in a certain sense, The 
global results are unrealistic in that they cannot be realized in application, because of physical 
constraints. Furthermore, a large class of models, for example, 
x(m + 1) = x2(m), (with equilibria x* = 0 and x* = 1), 
x(m + 1) = x(m) sin x(m), (with equilibria x* = 0 and x* = kTr) 
have multiple equilibria, whether structural considerations are involved or not. On the other 
hand, local results are unsatisfactory in that it is not certain how far initial conditions can be 
allowed to vary without disrupting the stability properties established inthe immediate vicinity of 
an equilibrium state. For the systems described by ordinary differential equations, a compromise 
between these two extremes i  provided by estimates ofthe actual stability region (i.e., the domain 
of attraction [9]) using Liapunov's direct method [1, p. 135], and the differential inequalities 
[9, p. 230]. The problem of determining the domain of attraction of nonlinear continuous or 
discrete systems with delays is more complicated and still open. Hence, techniques and methods 
for domain of attraction determination should be developed and explored. This paper presents 
one such method which is applied to nonlinear discrete systems with bounded delays. The 
method, based on the properties of nonnegative matrices [10] and inequality technique [11], 
yields conditions for determining the domain of exponential ttraction. 
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2. NOTAT ION AND SYSTEM DESCRIPT ION 
Throughout this paper, the inequality "_<" between matrices or vectors uch as A _< B means 
that each pair of corresponding elements of A and B satisfies this inequality. R~_ means a set 
R~_ = {x [xE  R n, x_>0}. Let ~ C R n be an open set andS+ = {x [ xE  ~AR~}.  Zand 
Z + denote the integer set and the nonnegative integer set, respectively. Z [a,b] - {a, a + 1 , . . . ,  b}, 
where a < b and a, b are integers. 
Define [.]+ as the vector (or matrix) obtained by replacing the entries of [.] by its modulus (or 
absolute values for real entries). 
C denotes the set of all functions ¢ : Z [-r'°] --~ R n (r is a nonnegative integer). For any 
¢ ---- [¢1 , ' - ' ,  Cn] T E C, we define 
[¢]+=[ll¢ll lr,..., l lCnllr] T, I[¢illr= sup I¢i(s)l, i= l , . . . ,n .  (1) 
--r<s<O 
It is obvious that [¢]+ = [¢(0)] + when r = 0. 
We consider the discrete system described by the following functional difference quation: 
x(m + 1) = f (m,  Xm), m E Z, (2) 
where x E R n, f : Z × C --* R ~, f (m,  0) - 0 such that (2) always has zero solution x(m) =_ O, 
Vm E Z. For m E Z +, let xm = [xlm,... ,Xnm] T denote a translation of the restriction of 
x(m) to the set Z [-r'°], more specifically, xm is an element of C defined by xm(s) = x(m + s), 
- r  < s < 0. For mo E Z + and any ~o E C, a solution of (2) is a function x : Z ~ R n satisfying (2) 
for m _> m0 and the following initial condition: 
x(m) = ~o(m), for m e [m0 - r, m0]. (3) 
We always assume that (2) with (3) has a solution denoted by x(m, mo, ~) or simply x(m) if no 
confusion should arise. 
REMARK 1. Equation (2) is a very general type of equation and includes difference quation 
x(m + 1) = f (m,  x(m)), 
difference quation with varying delays 
z(m + i) = I (m,x(m),z(m - T l (m) ) , . . .  ,x(m :'- Tp(fl2) ) ), 
where Tj : Z + - ,  Z [°,d, j = 1,. . .  ,p, as well as difference quation with uncertain delays 
x(m + 1) = f (m,  x(m - T)), 
where r E Z [°'r] is not exactly known. Much more general equations are also included in equa- 
tion (2). A similar description for functional differential equations may be found in [12,13]. 
DEFINITION 1. 
(a) A set D C R n (D - {0} is nonempty) is called to be a stability domain of (2) if there is a 
constant a >_ 1 such that for any ~ : Z [-~'°] --, D and [~]+ E D +, 
Ix(m, too, V)I -< ail~iir, V m > too, (4) 
where ]-] is a norm in Euclid space and II~[]r -- sUP-r<,<0 lta(S)I. 
(b) If, in addition to (a), there is a constant a > 0 such that t:or any ~ : Z [-~,°] --* D and 
[~]+ • D +, 
[x(m, mo,~)[ < ~[[~[[re -a (m-m°) ,  Vm > too, (5) 
then the set D is called to be a domain of exponential attraction of (2). When D = R n, 
the system (2) is called to be globally exponentially stable (or exponentially stable in the 
large, see [1, p. 257]). 
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Let [l" I1 be the matrix norm corresponding to the vector norm 1.1. 
[Xl,... ,x~] T and A = (a,j)~×n, we have 
For instance, for x = 
?1 
[x[oo ~= max Ixd, IIAII~ ~ max Z la,jI. 
O<_,<n 0<,<n 
_ _  5=1 
It is obvious that Izloo _< k is equivalent to [x] + < [k,. . . ,  k] T 
The symbol p(A) denotes the spectral radius of a square matrix A. If A is a nonnegative matrix 
(i.e., A > 0), then p(A) is an eigenvalue of A and there is a nonnegative vector x > 0, x # 0, such 
that Ax = p(A)x (see [10, p. 503, Theorem 8.3.1]). The notation Wo(A ) is used to denote the 
characteristic space associated with p(A) (the collection of all x E R n such that Ax = p(A)x), 
W+(A)  = Wo(A ) n R~. 
DEFINITION 2. Let ~ C R ~, P(x) : ~ -* R nx~. //'for any x ' ,x"  E f~, x' <_ x" implies P(x')  <_ 
P(x") ,  then the function matr/x P(x) is called to be monotonically nondecreasing in ~. 
A norm [. [ is said to be absolute if [[x]+[ = ]x[ for all x E R n. 
LEMMA 1. For an absolute norm [ • [ in R n and any ~ E C, we have 
nll llr- 
PROOF. 
i 
A 
Let E, = ~, _i., 0, 1, 0 , . . . ,  0] T. Then 
1% 
[E,qa,] + < [qa] + and [~]+ = ~--~E, II~,II~. 
,=1 
From Theorem 5.5.10 in [10, p. 285], we obtain 
IE~,I ~ I~1 and IIE,~dlr <_ I1~11~, i = 1 , . . . ,n .  
By the homogeneity of the norm [10, p. 259], ~-'~,n__ 1 led II~dlr -- E,~=x IIE,~dlr follows. Thus, 
n n 
I[~l~+ I _< ~ led II~,L = ~ IIE,~,II~ _< nll~ll~. 
i=l i=l  
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Assume that there is an axisymmetrically convex region f~ c R n such that 
(6) 
where P( s) : f~+ --~ wnxn is continuous and monotonically nondecreasing in ~+. Suppose further 
that the set D - {0}, where D = DI U D2 and 
D1 = {x E n l[xl + <_ K E f~+, [x] + E W+(P(K) ) ,  p(P(K))  < 1}, 
02 = {x E f~[Ix[oo <_ k, ][P(kE)lloo < 1, E = [1,...,1] T} 
(7) 
(8) 
is nonempty. Then, the set D is a domain of exponential attraction of (2) and the set D obtained 
by replacing "<" in (7) and (8) by the symbol "<_" is a stability domain of (2). 
PROOF. We first prove that for any ~o(s) E D1 (Vs E Z [-r'°]) and [~0] + E ~-1, 
[~(m)] ÷ _< [~]~+, Vm _> mo. (9) 
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[~]+ E ~1 means that there is a nonnegative vector K E ~-+ such that [~]+ __% K, [~]+ E 
W+(P(K)), and p(P(K)) < 1. If (9) is not true, there must be an m* _> m0 and some i such 
that 
{x~ (m* -{- l)l > {{~,{{r, Ix(m)] + _< [~]+, Vm _< m*. (I0) 
Thus, by the axisymmetry and convexity of ~, [mm]r + 6 f~+ (V m ~ m*). Noting the monotonicity 
of P in f~+, we obtain 
Ix (m* + 1)] + _< P ([~]+) [~]+ _< P(K)[~] +. i l l )  
Since [~]+ e W+(P(K)) and piP(K)) < 1, 
Ix (m* + 1)] + _< p(P(g))[~] + <_ [~]+, (12) 
which contradicts the first inequality in (10). So (9) is true. Taking an absolute norm of both 
sides of (9) and using Lemma 1, we obtain 
{x(m)I ~ nll~oiIr, Vm > mo. 
This implies that I)I is a stability domain of (2). 
When ~(s) e D2 (Vs e Z [-r'°]) and [~o1 + e ~22, there is a constant k > 0 such that {[~1+{oo = 
g and IiP(Ek){{oo _< 1. Then 
Ix(m)] + _< Ek, Vm > too. (13) 
If (13) is not true, there must be an m* _> m0 and some i such that 
{x~ (m* + 1){ > k, Ix(m)] + < Ek, Vm < m*. (14) 
Then Ix,n] + E ~+ (Vm _< m*). Noting the monotonicity of P in f~+, we obtain 
Ix (m* + 1)] + < P(Ek)Ek. (15) 
Evaluating the norm { • {oo of both sides of (15) and using {{P(Ek)l{oo _<1 yield 
{x(m* + 1)loo < {{P(Ek){Ioo{{Ek{{oo <_ k, (16) 
which contradicts the first inequality in (14). Therefore, (13) is true and D2 is also a stability 
domain of (2). So is the set D --= D1 U D2. 
We now prove that D is a domain of exponential attraction of (2). From (6) and (9), we have 
for any ~o: Z I-r,°] --, D and [~]+ E D +, 
[x(m + 1)] + <_ P(g)[xm] +. (17) 
For any m, there is an integer j such that m E Z [m~'mj+l], where mj = mo +jr. From (9), we 
may let 
sup [x(m)] + = ~/j e f~+. 
rnj <m<oo 
Then from (17), 
[x(m + 1)] + _< T/j < P(g) sup [Xm] + < P(K) sup Ix(m)] + 
r.j<m<oo m~_l<m<oo (18) 
<_ P(K)~Ij-1 <_ PJ(K)~lo. 
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Since p(P(K))  < 1, there is a positive constant k >_ 1 such that 
llPJ(g)l[ _< ~A~ n, (19) 
where AM is the maximum odulus ofall eigenvalues of P and AM < 1 (see [13, Lemma, p. 70]). 
Noting rnj = mo + j r  and mj > m - r, we have j = (mj - mo)/r >_ (1/r)(m - too) - 1 and 
I-- I x - (n+l+l / r )  x (m+l - -mo) l r  (20) 
I x (m + 1)l < &A~'~lrlol < '~mO,^M ^M • 
Let ~ -- kA~ "+'+'/r) ,  c~-- ( - l / r ) InAM.  Then 
Ix(m)l _< ~lT/01e -a(m-m°) < n~ll~llre -a(m-'n°), Vm >_ mo. (21) 
From (6) and (13), we have for any ~:  Z I-r,°] ~ D and [~]+ e D +, 
Iz(m + 1)1oo _< IIP(Ek)lloolxm[¢¢. (22) 
The remainder of the proof is essentially the same as the proof (21) following from (17) and is 
omitted. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that there is a nonnegative matrix P = (p~j) such that 
[f (m, x,~)] + <_ P [xm] + , V x • a n. (23) 
H p(P) < 1, then system (2) is globally exponentially stable. 
PROOF. Since p(P) < 1, from Corollary 8.1.31 in [10, p. 493], there are numbers wi > 0 (i = 
1 , . . . ,  n) such that 
n 
ZwTlw jp i j  <( 1 or IlP~ll~ < 1, Pw ~- (wTlwjpij) • (24) 
j=l 
Let y = [Yx,...,Yn] T =diag{w~-l}x, i.e., Yi = w~lxi  and x =diag{w~}y, where diag{w~} is a 
diagonal matrix with entries wi. Then, from (23) and (24), 
1% 
ly, I -<  w; wjp,jly l or [y]+ < Pw [Ym] +. (25) 
j=l 
Equation (24) assures that D2 -- R n in (8). By applying Theorem 1 to (25), we get 
ly(m, mo, v)l <_ ~g[Idiag{w~'1}~[Ire -a(m-m°), Vm >_ too. (26) 
This implies (5) with [~]+ • R~ and a -- l]diag{wi}H~ll diag {w~-'} [I. The proof of Corollary 1 
is completed. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE I. Consider the nonlinear difference equation with delay, 
+ 1) = y [s inx(m - + cosx(m - x • n ,  (27) 
where ~- : Z + --* Z [°'rl and r is a nonnegative integer. 
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Taking D = (-lr/4,Tr/4), we have for x • D, Isinx I = sin[x[, [cosx] = cos[x[ and P(s) a= 
v~(sin s + cos s)/2 is monotonically nondecreasing in D + (since P'(s) = v/2(cos - sin s)/2 > 0 
for s • D+). Thus, for x • D, 
v~ ~-Isinx(m--T(m))+cosx(m--T(m))[ < --~-(sinllx~ll~+cosllx~[]~.)=P([lx~[l~ ). (28) 
It follows from P'(s) > 0 for s • D + = [0,1r/4) and P(rr/4) = 1 that P(K) < 1 as K • D +. 
Therefore, from Theorem 1, D = ( - r /4 ,  ~r/4) is a domain of exponential ttraction of equation 
(27). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the nonlinear discrete system with delays, 
1 3 1 2 a 
x i (m + 1) = ix i (m)  + ~x l (~ - n )x~(m - ~2) = f , (xm),  
1 2 1 3 A x2(m + 1) = ~xl(m)x~(m - T3) -1- -~x2(m - r4) = f2(Xm), 
(29) 
where Ti (i = 1, . . . ,  4) are nonnegative integers and maxl<i<a{Ti} = r. It is obvious that for 
x • R 2, 
f2 ~[]XlmHrIIX2rnUr ~ UX2mI[r 
Then 
I k  ~-~klk2' 
P(K)= lk  1 2 
lk2 ~k2 
k~ k~ 
p(P(g)) = --~ + T '  
P(Ek)= ~-fi] 
-6J 
11 2 
[[P(Ek)[Ioo = i-gk , 
W+(P(K)) = {x • R 2 [ 2k2 [xll = kl Ix2[} • 
k 2 , 
By Theorem 1, we obtain 
D1 = {x 
D2 = {x 
e R 2 I [x] + - K, 2k2lXll = kl[x21, --~ q- < 1 , 
11 2 } 
• R 211x l~<k, igk  <1 . 
Since the gradient of W + (P(K)) is 2k2/kl, which is greater than the gradient of the point (kl, k2), 
conditions [x] + E W+(P(K)) and [x] + < K are equivalent to Ix2[ _< k2. Thus, the boundary 
curve of D1 is ,9  T9 
Ix2[ = k~, 2k2[x,[ = k,[x~[, -~ + ~ = 1. (31) 
Eliminating the parameters kl, k2 in (31), we have 
x~ + ~ = 1. (32) 
Therefore, we obtain a domain of exponential ttraction of (29): 
D=D1UD2= xER2[x2+ < 1or [x[oo < (33) 
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and a stability domain of (29): 
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(34) 
We choose ~'i = 1, i = 1, . . .  ,4 and the initial condition 
x1( -1 )  = x l (0 )  = 0.5, =  2(0) = 2.5, i.e., [¢h + e D.  (35) 
The result of the simulation shown in Figure 1 demonstrates that  the system is indeed exponen- 
tially stable. 
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Figure 1. Trajectories of the state variable x(m) = [xl(m), x2(m)] y for system (29) 
with the initial condition (35). 
5. CONCLUSION 
A new sufficient condition for the domain of attraction of a nonlinear discrete system with 
delays has been proven. The proof is based upon the properties of nonnegative matrices and 
inequality technique. The nonlinearity is assumed to be bounded by a "quasi" linear form. If the 
bound is linear, the domain of attraction becomes entire state space. In this case, the condition 
is sufficient for the global exponential stability of the system. The domains of attract ion of two 
numerical examples are given and it is known from simulation for fixed-delay that  the system 
with initial function in the given domain of attraction is indeed exponential stable. Future work 
will consider extending the sufficient condition to the nonlinear continuous ystem with delays. 
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